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Mmm, poems.
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Look at this owl. 

Not just a quick glance -- 

STUDY it. 

Now, what NAME 

do you think it wants to go by? 

Maybe it wants a name like Nick or Esme. 

Or something like Wind or Happy.

 
Please writewrite the name you think it wants over here. 

There is no wrong name.

1. Name this Owl
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Now, imagine this owl is flying towards something.

Maybe it's headed towards home, or food, or its owly friends, 
or something else. There is no wrong thing the owl is 
flying towards.

Please drawdraw what it's flying towards, in this box:

Thank you!  

(The owl thanks you, too! ) Awesome! You just gave this owl a mission!

In the oval below, please writewrite its name again. 

In the box under it, please writewrite what the owl 
would say to finish each line if it could talk. For 
example, what would it say it's flying towards? 

You might study the owl -- and your 
drawing on the other page -- to help.

When you’re done, turn the page --

I am flying towards

I am faster than

In my dreams, I can

owl’s nameowl’s name

what the owlwhat the owl
would saywould say

Yup, this page 
has a video at 

PetPoemsPlus.com
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Hello, POET!!

What you just wrote? 

IT’S A POEM. 

Just like music only needs sounds, 
a poem only needs words. 

It doesn’t have to rhyme or be about love. 
It doesn’t even have to make sense!

That’s one of the blissful things about poems:

THERE. ARE. NO. RULES. RULES. 
 
In poetry, you can be a rebel. What's the fancy-pants 

name for what you just did? 

There are 

actually TWO!

/ per-son-i-fi-ca-tion /
 noun

A dog can't really say its name.

Personification is a kind of poetry treasure 
that can make your lines sparkle.  

Personification

Hello, My 
name is Bingly.

In a poem a dog can say its name, drive 
a truck, or do anything a person can!

making an animal act like a person

That's personification. 

But in a poem it can!

Would you 
like me to 

drive?

Another is --  
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Topics:
• personification
• getting ideas 
• line breaks
• repetition
• alliteration
• imagery
• sensory detail

• for classroom use or self-study (grades 2-6)

• available everywhere

• school workshops:  $1,800 for 2 sessions, includes 60 workbooks

• booking info at www.PetPoemsPlus.com (or scan QR code)

“Pet Poems Plus is so conversational — so inviting — 
that you can’t resist leaping in with your own brave, 
imaginative, curious ideas and observations! With this 
workbook (playbook!) Petrie and Hoxworth make the 
craft of poetry fun and accessible!”

- best-selling children's author & teacher Liz Garton Scanlon

Pet Poems Plus
Burlwood Books 
List price: $18.99

Sean Petrie is an award-winning poet, 
professor, and founder of the nationally-renowed 
Typewriter Rodeo poetry group. He has taught 
workshops, and been on TV and radio shows, all 
across the country. His books include Pet Poems 
(also not just pets), Typewriter Rodeo, and the Jett Ryder 
series for kids. More at SeanPetrie.com.

Amanda Hoxworth is an award-winnng 
artist who throws paint at paper, creating visual 
stories through watercolor, ink, splatter, and color. 
Her books include Pet Poems (also not just pets). 
More at @spatterfulchaos.

Teacher’s Guide & video 
supplements included

• metaphor & simile
• rhythm & rhyme
• starts, middles, ends
• ekphrasis 
• revision
• performing
• advice for poets


